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Introduction 
Hello and welcome to getting into Bitcoin or as we like to say, actually owning your own 
money. You may be here out of curiosity or you may be here to get rich. We can tell you 
now even though at this present date the price is going up, there is no guarantee that 
Bitcoin will make you great amounts of wealth and that it’s revolutionary possibilities are 
about much more than just making a quick or easy buck. Bitcoin is a stepping stone to a 
better world and you’ve just taken the first step. Congratulations. 

What is Bitcoin? 
Bitcoin is a consensus network that enables a new payment system and a completely              

digital money. It is the first decentralized peer-to-peer payment network that is powered             

by its users with no central authority or middlemen. From a user perspective, Bitcoin is               

pretty much like cash for the Internet. Bitcoin can also be seen as the most accurate                

and secure group bookkeeping system in existence. 

Who created Bitcoin? 
Bitcoin is the first implementation of a concept called "cryptocurrency", which was first             

described in 1998 by Wei Dai on the cypherpunks mailing list, suggesting the idea of a                

new form of money that uses cryptography to control its creation and transactions,             

rather than a central authority. The first Bitcoin specification and proof of concept was              

published in 2009 in a cryptography mailing list by Satoshi Nakamoto. Satoshi left the              

project in late 2010 without revealing much about himself. The community has since             

grown exponentially with many developers working on Bitcoin. 

 

Satoshi's anonymity often raised unjustified concerns, many of which are linked to            

misunderstanding of the open-source nature of Bitcoin. The Bitcoin protocol and           

software are published openly and any developer around the world can review the code              

or make their own modified version of the Bitcoin software. Just like current developers,              

Satoshi's influence was limited to the changes he made being adopted by others and              

therefore he did not control Bitcoin. As such, the identity of Bitcoin's inventor is probably               

as relevant today as the identity of the person who invented paper. 



 

Who controls the Bitcoin network? 
Nobody owns the Bitcoin network much like no one owns the technology behind email.              

Bitcoin is controlled by all Bitcoin users around the world. While developers are             

improving the software, they can't force a change in the Bitcoin protocol because all              

users are free to choose what software and version they use. In order to stay               

compatible with each other, all users need to use software complying with the same              

rules. Bitcoin can only work correctly with a complete consensus among all users.             

Therefore, all users and developers have a strong incentive to protect this consensus. 

How does Bitcoin work? 
From a user perspective, Bitcoin is nothing more than a mobile app or computer              

program that provides a personal Bitcoin wallet and allows a user to send and receive               

bitcoins with them. This is how Bitcoin works for most users. Behind the scenes, the               

Bitcoin network is sharing a public ledger called the "block chain". This ledger contains              

every transaction ever processed, allowing a user's computer to verify the validity of             

each transaction. The authenticity of each transaction is protected by digital signatures            

corresponding to the sending addresses, allowing all users to have full control over             

sending bitcoins from their own Bitcoin addresses. In addition, anyone can process            

transactions using the computing power of specialized hardware and earn a reward in             

bitcoins for this service. This is often called "mining".  

 
 
  



What are the advantages of Bitcoin? 

● Payment freedom - It is possible to send and receive bitcoins anywhere in the              

world at any time. No bank holidays. No borders. No bureaucracy. Bitcoin allows             

its users to be in full control of their money. 

● Choose your own fees - There is no fee to receive bitcoins, and many wallets               

let you control how large a fee to pay when spending. Higher fees can encourage               

faster confirmation of your transactions. Fees are unrelated to the amount           

transferred, so it's possible to send 100,000 bitcoins for the same fee it costs to               

send 1 bitcoin. Additionally, merchant processors exist to assist merchants in           

processing transactions, converting bitcoins to fiat currency and depositing funds          

directly into merchants' bank accounts daily. As these services are based on            

Bitcoin, they can be offered for much lower fees than with PayPal or credit card               

networks. 

● Fewer risks for merchants - Bitcoin transactions are secure, irreversible, and           

do not contain customers’ sensitive or personal information. This protects          

merchants from losses caused by fraud or fraudulent chargebacks, and there is            

no need for PCI compliance. Merchants can easily expand to new markets where             

either credit cards are not available or fraud rates are unacceptably high. The net              

results are lower fees, larger markets, and fewer administrative costs. 

● Security and control - Bitcoin users are in full control of their transactions; it is               

impossible for merchants to force unwanted or unnoticed charges as can happen            

with other payment methods. Bitcoin payments can be made without personal           

information tied to the transaction. This offers strong protection against identity           

theft. Bitcoin users can also protect their money with backup and encryption. 

● Transparent and neutral - All information concerning the Bitcoin money supply           

itself is readily available on the block chain for anybody to verify and use in               

real-time. No individual or organization can control or manipulate the Bitcoin           

protocol because it is cryptographically secure. This allows the core of Bitcoin to             

be trusted for being completely neutral, transparent and predictable. 



What are the disadvantages of Bitcoin? 

● Degree of acceptance - Many people are still unaware of Bitcoin. Every day,             

more businesses accept bitcoins because they want the advantages of doing so,            

but the list remains small and still needs to grow in order to benefit from network                

effects. 

● Volatility - The total value of bitcoins in circulation and the number of businesses              

using Bitcoin are still very small compared to what they could be. Therefore,             

relatively small events, trades, or business activities can significantly affect the           

price. In theory, this volatility will decrease as Bitcoin markets and the technology             

matures. Never before has the world seen a start-up currency, so it is truly              

difficult (and exciting) to imagine how it will play out. 

● Ongoing development - Bitcoin software is still in beta with many incomplete            

features in active development. New tools, features, and services are being           

developed to make Bitcoin more secure and accessible to the masses. Some of             

these are still not ready for everyone. Most Bitcoin businesses are new and still              

offer no insurance. In general, Bitcoin is still in the process of maturing. 

Why do people trust Bitcoin? 
Much of the trust in Bitcoin comes from the fact that it requires no trust at all. Bitcoin is                   

fully open-source and decentralized. This means that anyone has access to the entire             

source code at any time. Any developer in the world can therefore verify exactly how               

Bitcoin works. All transactions and bitcoins issued into existence can be transparently            

consulted in real-time by anyone. All payments can be made without reliance on a third               

party and the whole system is protected by heavily peer-reviewed cryptographic           

algorithms like those used for online banking. No organization or individual can control             

Bitcoin, and the network remains secure even if not all of its users can be trusted. 

 

  



Can I make money with Bitcoin? 
You should never expect to get rich with Bitcoin or any emerging technology. It is               

always important to be wary of anything that sounds too good to be true or disobeys                

basic economic rules. 

 

Bitcoin is a growing space of innovation and there are business opportunities that also              

include risks. There is no guarantee that Bitcoin will continue to grow even though it has                

developed at a very fast rate so far. Investing time and resources on anything related to                

Bitcoin requires entrepreneurship. There are various ways to make money with Bitcoin            

such as mining, speculation or running new businesses. All of these methods are             

competitive and there is no guarantee of profit. It is up to each individual to make a                 

proper evaluation of the costs and the risks involved in any such project. 

Is Bitcoin fully virtual and immaterial? 
Bitcoin is as virtual as the credit cards and online banking networks people use              

everyday. Bitcoin can be used to pay online and in physical stores just like any other                

form of money. Bitcoins can also be exchanged in physical form such as the Denarium               

coins, but paying with a mobile phone usually remains more convenient. Bitcoin            

balances are stored in a large distributed network, and they cannot be fraudulently             

altered by anybody. In other words, Bitcoin users have exclusive control over their funds              

and bitcoins cannot vanish just because they are virtual. 

 

  



Is Bitcoin anonymous? 
Bitcoin is designed to allow its users to send and receive payments with an acceptable               

level of privacy as well as any other form of money. However, Bitcoin is not anonymous                

and cannot offer the same level of privacy as cash. The use of Bitcoin leaves extensive                

public records. Various mechanisms exist to protect users' privacy, and more are in             

development. However, there is still work to be done before these features are used              

correctly by most Bitcoin users. 

 

Some concerns have been raised that private transactions could be used for illegal             

purposes with Bitcoin. However, it is worth noting that Bitcoin will undoubtedly be             

subjected to similar regulations that are already in place inside existing financial            

systems. Bitcoin cannot be more anonymous than cash and it is not likely to prevent               

criminal investigations from being conducted. Additionally, Bitcoin is also designed to           

prevent a large range of financial crimes. 

What happens when bitcoins are lost? 
When a user loses his wallet, it has the effect of removing money out of circulation. Lost                 

bitcoins still remain in the block chain just like any other bitcoins. However, lost bitcoins               

remain dormant forever because there is no way for anybody to find the private key(s)               

that would allow them to be spent again. Because of the law of supply and demand,                

when fewer bitcoins are available, the ones that are left will be in higher demand and                

increase in value to compensate. 

 

  



Can Bitcoin scale to become a major payment network? 
The Bitcoin network can already process a much higher number of transactions per             

second than it did just a few years ago. It is, however, not entirely ready to scale to the                   

level of major credit card networks. Work is underway to lift current limitations, and              

future requirements are well known. Since inception, every aspect of the Bitcoin network             

has been in a continuous process of maturation, optimization, and specialization, and it             

should be expected to remain that way for some years to come. As traffic grows, more                

Bitcoin users may use lightweight clients, and full network nodes may become a more              

specialized service. 

Source: https://bitcoin.org/en/faq#what-is-bitcoin 
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https://bitcoin.org/en/faq#what-is-bitcoin


16 Buyer Bewares Of Bitcoin 
1. Ponzi scams such as USI-Tech and Bitconnect 

2. Pyramid schemes / Network / MLM’s 

3. Insane fees and inflated prices 

4. Email / Wallet / Exchange hackings 

5. Volatility 

6. Phishing websites 

7. Lost passwords / hardware 

8. Transactions cannot be reversed 

9. Taxation on withdrawing profits 

10. Bad trading advice from Facebook / Twitter 

11. Not understanding market dips and corrections 

12. Not having an investment plan 

13. Getting Myspaced (Replaced by better product) 

14. Investing more than you can afford 

15. Not staying educated and informed 

16. Something that nobody yet even knows about 

 

Safety and Security Tips 

If you are ever in doubt research. Ask friends who are experts, jump on to community 

forums or Facebook groups and ask questions. Do not act on emotion or gossip.  

 

For extra safety use 2-Factor authentication and an email that is not your full name to 

sign up to your accounts/wallets.You may also want to use encrypted email for 

maximum security at https://protonmail.com/. To guard against your own memory it’s 

also recommended to save your keys and passwords on a USB and lock it in a safe 

deposit box or personal safe. For the sake of possible loved ones inheriting your coins 

rather than them being lost with you you should also give one to a trusted partner/family 

member or next of kin to also safely secure. 

https://protonmail.com/


Your Private Key / Ways Of Safely Storing Your Bitcoin 
When using an online wallet your private key is a unique identifier for your account 

integrated into the wallet and the website you are using takes care of worrying about 

keeping it safe for you. For extra security and for people who want to invest and hold 

Bitcoin for longer periods it’s best to transfer your bitcoins to your own personal secure 

wallet and this is done with private keys. A private key is a very long string of numbers 

and letters that acts as the password to your Bitcoin wallet. It’s from this number that 

your wallet gets its power to send your Bitcoins to other people. You can also think of it 

like the secret coordinates for locating your Bitcoins. In other words, whoever knows 

your private key has control over your Bitcoins. The private key is also used to generate 

your Bitcoin address – this is just like your email address. It’s something you give out to 

people who want to send you Bitcoins. However, even though the Bitcoin address is 

generated through the private key, there’s no way figure out what the private key is just 

by examining a Bitcoin address. In other words it automates Bitcoin’s complex 

cryptography for you. Because these private keys have complete power over your 

Bitcoins they must be kept secret and safe. If you fail to protect your wallet’s private key 

or seed, the bitcoins it controls could be irretrievably lost. 

 

Cold storage refers to any type of wallet that is independent of any Internet connection 

and therefore cannot be hacked remotely. Some examples of cold storage wallets are 

hardware wallets like the Trezor or Ledger Nano and paper wallets. Paper wallets are 

just pieces of paper with the private key or seed written on them. By keeping your 

private key on a piece of paper, only someone who can physically access that paper 

can steal your Bitcoins. However paper wallets are easily destroyed and therefore it’s 

advisable to created multiple copies so that if one is lost your Bitcoins can still be 

retrieved.  

 

Source: What is a Bitcoin wallet and Bitcoin address - Bitcoin Whiteboard Tuesday #3 | 

99Bitcoins  

https://99bitcoins.com/what-is-bitcoin-wallet-bwbt-3/
https://99bitcoins.com/what-is-bitcoin-wallet-bwbt-3/
https://99bitcoins.com/what-is-bitcoin-wallet-bwbt-3/


Exchanges and Important Websites 

 

BTC Price Comparisons - http://www.blockcoin.com.au/ 

 

Coinbase - https://www.coinbase.com/ 

- Easy to set up (takes about 30 minutes) strict weekly buy limits at start. Does not                

exchange back into AUD but allows sending of BTC elsewhere. 

 

Coinspot - https://www.coinspot.com.au/ 

- Requires phone call verification next day, inflate their prices, high fees but only             

exchange where you can instant deposit AUD and instant buy Cryptocurrency.           

$2000 Deposit limit to begin with. 

 

BTC Markets - https://btcmarkets.net/ 

- Melbourne based, higher limits, reasonable prices reasonable fees. Can take a           

few days to be verified and have AUD deposited. 

 

Coinjar - https://www.coinjar.com.au/ 

- Melbourne based, allows you to get a BTC eftpos card but also inflates prices              

and verification can take a few days. 

 

You can also check out https://www.independentreserve.com/ and https://acx.io/ 

 

Other Sites 

Pay Into Bank Account / Pay Bills (BPAY) https://www.livingroomofsatoshi.com/ 

Cold Storage Hardware Wallets https://www.coinstop.com.au/ 

Paper Wallets - https://www.bitaddress.org/ and https://blockchain.info/ 

Second Story Crypto Community https://www.facebook.com/sscrypto/ 

Second Story Crypto Club https://www.facebook.com/groups/1972804186309351/ 

http://www.blockcoin.com.au/
https://www.coinbase.com/
https://www.coinspot.com.au/
https://btcmarkets.net/
https://www.coinjar.com.au/
https://www.independentreserve.com/
https://acx.io/
https://www.livingroomofsatoshi.com/
https://www.coinstop.com.au/
https://www.bitaddress.org/
https://blockchain.info/
https://www.facebook.com/sscrypto/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1972804186309351/

